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Introduction
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Motivation

• tax avoidance by US multinationals is widespread and reaches 

substantial dimension

• (tax avoidance: legal ≠ tax evasion, illegal)

• corporate tax avoidance: estimates in the literature

• Zucman (2015): $130 bn. annually

• Clausing (2016): $77 to $112 bn. Annually

→ If manipulated transfer pricing is at the core of tax avoidance, 

trade data does not reflect economic reality!
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Contribution and Findings

• contribution

• going beyond impact of avoidance on tax base 

• create adjusted export of goods data

• assess impact of data adjustment on export elasticities

• findings

• income elasticities of exports substantially larger when reinvested earnings 
taken into account

• improve model fit (forecasting!)
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Corporate Tax Avoidance 101



The Case of Apple

key characteristics:

• AOI and ASI no tax 
residence anywhere
(managed from US, 
registered in Ireland)

• AOI exists for more than 30 
years

• AOI and ASI hold 
intellectual property (IP)
rights to market products 
outside Americas due to a 
cost sharing agreement

source: US Government Publishing Office (2013)
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The cost sharing agreement I

• Apple US enters agreement with

• Apple Sales International (ASI)

• Apple Operations Europe (AOE)

• to share cost of development of new products.

• In exchange ASI and AOE receive joint ownership of Apple’s 

intellectual property (outside the Americas).
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The cost sharing agreement II

• Apple’s worldwide R&D efforts in 2011: $2.4 bn.

• Costs are split based on sales (in 2011):

• 40% in Americas (Apple US): $1 bn.

• 60% in RoW (ASI & AOE): $1.4 bn.

• sounds fair … ?!?
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How does it work?

1) Apple Sales Int’l (ASI) orders iPhone at 
Chinese manufacturer (MFR) for $180

2) goods belong to ASI
MFR ships directly to local distributor 
(e.g. Germany)

3) upon arrival ASI sells to local 
distributor for $500

4) cost share agreement:
ASI can keep the $320 profit

source: US Government Publishing Office (2013)
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Summary and Generalization

• key element: transferring IP / sales rights to low tax jurisdiction

• cost sharing agreement

• sale of IP

• licencing

• US vs non-US income: 

• Apple mainly keeps foreign income abroad

• ASI pays for all R&D it could shift even US income to Ireland

• other multinationals do that!
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Untaxed Profits in the National 
Accounts
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How untaxed profits are recorded

• subsidiaries with undistributed profits increase parents’ net worth
(e.g. Apple Operations International)

• System of National Accounts (SNA) and 
BEA’s International Transaction Accounts (ITA):

• treat them as if these profits were distributed to parents

• “reinvested earnings”

• imputed income flow in the current account (primary income)

• Balance of Payments Manual 6:
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How untaxed profits could/should be recorded

• If Apple were not selling iPhones to Germany via an Irish shell company, it 
would sell them via Apple Inc. (US parent).

1) Apple Inc. Sales Int’l (ASI)  orders iPhone at Chinese manufacturer (MFR) 
for $180

2) goods belong to Apple Inc. ASI
MFR ships directly to local distributor (e.g. Germany)

3) upon arrival Apple Inc. ASI sells to local distributor for $500

4) Apple Inc. cost share agreement: ASI can keep the makes profit of $320



BEA (2014), Paragraph 10.18: 

“Merchanting is defined as the purchase of goods by a resident of the compiling economy 
from a nonresident combined with the subsequent resale of the same goods to another 
nonresident without the goods entering the compiling economy.”

“Merchanting arrangements are often used for international wholesale and retail trade 
operations, but they may also be used in commodity dealing and for managing global 
manufacturing processes.”

“In principle, for goods shipped under merchanting arrangements, purchases and resales 
are recorded at the time economic ownership of the goods changes.”

Paragraph 10.19:

“BEA currently measures merchanting as the margin between proceeds from the sale of 
the goods and the cost of acquiring the goods sold. Data on this margin are collected as 
“net merchanting receipts” on BEA’s surveys of selected international services transactions 

and presented as net exports of goods under merchanting.”
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Adjusting US Export Data



top 6 tax havens (Zucman 2015): Ireland, Netherlands, Luxembourg, Switzerland, Bermuda + Caribbean and Singapore
source: BEA Balance of Payments and Direct Investment Position Data

2005 was a tax holiday!
(American Jobs 
Creation Act of 2004)



top 6 tax havens: 
Ireland, Netherlands, 
Luxembourg, 
Switzerland, Bermuda + 
Caribbean and Singapore

source: BEA Balance of 
Payments and Direct 
Investment Position Data



original export data adjusted exports
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Conclusion
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Conclusion

Summary

• corporate tax avoidance substantial 

(more serious towards current end of sample)

• substantially larger income elasticities of exports (1.5 vs 2)

Conclusion

• national accounts data as it is does not fit all purposes equally!
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